
- Adapting the "Ultra-Linear' Williamson

Over-all view of the
"Ullra-Linear" amplifier that

has been adapted for Tung-Sol 6550's.

A new high-power output tube, the 6550, will find many
applications in converting present-day amplifiers and
in new equipment. Up to 100 watts push-pull can be had.

SINCE its introduction many yearsago, the Williamson amplifier has
undergone a few design changes to

further improve its performance. As
originally described by Williamson, the
amplifier was a 15-watt unit designed
for low distortion, uniform output, and
small phase shift over the entire audio
range.1 Since the original conception
of the Williamson amplifier, American
manufacturers have jumped on the
bandwagon and today one will find
many variations of the original circuit.
Performancewise there is wide varia
tion among the different units made in
this country. One of the circuit im
provements made by American manu
facturers came with the application of
"Ultra-Linear" operation to the output
tubes, a mode of operation which dou
bled output power and further reduced
distortion.2 This amplifier has been
widely accepted by audiophiles with
the result that there are about twenty
commercial amplifiers on the market
today which incorporate this design
feature.

The application of "Ultra-Linear"
operation to the Williamson-type am
plifier increased the output power to
30 watts using the same type of output
tubes operating at the same voltages.
When this circuit was first introduced
it was immediately noted that the new
combination provided better sound,
even at the low volume levels which
the original amplifier could handle.
This phenomenon has resulted in a new
evaluation of the power requirements
of an amplifier as a part of an audio

system and, in general, it has been ob
served that in amplifiers of analogous
design, the unit of greatest capacity
will sound best.

The attainment of high power in
audio amplifiers has become relatively
easy and inexpensive due to two fac
tors, the increased efficiency of the
"Ultra-Linear" output circuit and the
introduction of new output tubes with
greater power handling capabilities.
One recently introduced tube, the
Tung-Sol 6550, is particularly adapta
ble to output stages of the "Ultra-
Linear" type and can be used to ad
vantage in the "Ultra-Linear" William
son circuit to provide an amplifier of
60-watt capacity having an intermodu-
lation content at maximum output of
6/10th of one per-cent. This amplifier
differs only in a small degree in dimen
sions and number of circuit elements
from its predecessors, and many Wil
liamson-type amplifiers can easily be
modified to take advantage of the im
proved performance.

Amplifier Circuit
An examination of the circuit dia

gram reveals the basic Williamson cir
cuitry of the first three stages. The
first two, the input voltage amplifier
and direct-coupled cathodyne phase
inverter, are familiar and unchanged
even with regard to tube type, the
6SN7. The driver stage also remains
a 6SN7, with but one change. Individ
ual cathode resistors have been added
to provide a slight amount of local
feedback in order to improve the loop
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feedback phase characteristics and in
crease the stability margin of the am
plifier.

The output stage is coupled to the
driver through a resistance capacity
network which provides conventional
RC coupling at signal frequencies and
an attenuated direct coupling at sub
sonic frequencies. This again intro
duces an improved low-frequency phase
characteristic which adds to the sta
bility margin of the amplifier. The use
of this combined RC and direct cou
pling is made possible by the choice of
fixed bias operation of the output tubes
whereby the required negative bias is
obtained from a separate bias supply.
The fixed bias supply consists of T3, a
6.3 volt, 1 amp. filament transformer;
a 50 ma. selenium rectifier SRu resis
tor R»\ and electrolytic capacitors, Ca
and Ci3.

In order to reduce hum to a mini
mum in preamplifiers that are to be
powered from the main amplifier, a
positive bias has been applied to the
heater line through resistors Ra, Rs*,
and capacitor, C*. If a separately pow
ered preamplifier is to be used, this
network can be eliminated, together
with the hum balancing potentiometer
Rm, and the centertap of the 6.3 volt
winding on the power transformer T3
can be grounded. "B plus" voltage for
operation of the preamplifier can be
taken either from point XorY depend
ing on the preamp to be used.

"Ultra-Linear" Output Stage
The "Ultra-Linear" type of output

stage is characterized by output tubes
of the tetrode type with the screens of
the tubes connected to taps equally
positioned about the centertap of the
output transformer. The operation of
the stage can most readily be under
stood by the following considerations:
first, if the screen of an output tube is
connected to the plate, the tube func
tions as a triode, and the plate char
acteristic curves are concave upward.
Secondly, if the screen is connected to
"B plus," the tube operates as a tet
rode, and the plate characteristic
curves are concave downward. If, how
ever, the screen is connected to a tap
on the primary of the output trans-
forrrrer, a type of operation is obtained
midway between triode and tetrode.
Depending upon the type of output
tube used, the tap can be chosen to
result in an almost linear set of plate








